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Editorial
At Snowden Overlook, on Monday
morning, January 8, 2018, the thermometer registered 15° Fahrenheit,
up from 5°F a day earlier. Could this
signal a warming trend? Wishful
thinking …. since spring is still at
least sixty days away. Although hibernation might seem like a good
idea, fresh air and modest activity
are beneficial. So, remember, whether you go only as far as the corner
cluster box for your mail, or to the
Clubhouse, or beyond, dress accordingly to avoid frostbite by:







wearing a hat
wearing mittens or gloves
wearing a scarf or a knit mask to
cover the face and mouth
wearing water-resistant boots
wearing a water-resistant coat
wearing several layers of loosefitting clothing

Speaking of the Clubhouse, should
you venture out, there are all sorts of
activities (sedentary and otherwise) in
which to participate: bridge, canasta,
mahjongg, poker and game nights;
exercise classes ranging from calm
yoga to comprehensive physical fitness and the Red Zone with Justin
Guy; book clubs, lectures, crafts. It is
worth noting, as well, that all SOCA
and condo association meetings operate under an “open meeting” policy,
and residents are welcome to attend
Board and committee meetings.

AN INDEPENDENT NEWSLETTER BY AND FOR THE RESIDENTS OF SNOWDEN OVERLOOK

den Overlook Community Association
(SOCA) and from the five condominium associations, as well as messages
from a number of SOCA committees
with additional details about specific
events and activities.
The Overlook’s “Meet Your Neighbors” column shines the spotlight on
the Lutterodts. The travel essay describes a transit of the Panama Canal,
a trip on the ‘bucket list ’of many residents. Two restaurant reviews, blurbs
for the books selected by the book
clubs, and an assortment of announcements round out this issue.
Having endured two frigid weeks, we
are beginning to experience more
seasonally appropriate temperatures. And have you observed, how
quickly after the winter solstice, the
days are already noticeably longer?
Before you know it, the pool will be
open!
Preparing the newsletter is a collaborative venture, with contributions representing all sectors of life at Snowden Overlook. We are grateful to all
our contributors and hope you will
enjoy reading each issue as much as
we enjoy putting it together. If you
have any questions, comments, or suggestions for improving the newsletter,
we would be pleased to hear from
you.

Pamela Bluh Van Oosten
As is customary, this issue of the news- Christy Wilson
letter includes reports from the Snow- Editors
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Quote to Live By
“Your success and happiness
lies in you. Resolve to keep
happy, and your joy and
you shall form an invincible
host against difficulties.”
— Helen Keller

SOCA News

SOCA
include replacement of the existing florescent
light fixtures with LEDs that promise longer lifetimes and better efficiency. In addition, the
board will consider making the fixtures in the
banquet room dimmable to afford better control
during social events.

Snow – Whenever snow is forecast, please remember
to remove any vehicles you may have parked on the
Clubhouse (exit) side of Dried Earth Blvd. This will allow our contractor to more effectively clear the travel
lanes.
Emergency Contacts – If you have not provided the
office with current information on persons you would
like to have contacted in the event of emergency,
please stop by or call and do so. Ideally, emergency
contact persons should have a key or otherwise have
access to your house to help deal with emergencies.

Budget – The 2018 budget was approved as
proposed by the SOCA board, with no change in
the $160/month assessments.

Maintenance Committee – We are pleased to announce the formation of a committee to advise the
board and help the staff with respect to maintenance of
SOCA facilities. Pete Gratton and Gust Mitchell, both
of whom have often been of great help in fixing problems at the Clubhouse, have agreed to serve as cochairs of the committee. Many thanks to Pete and Gust.
Additional volunteers are welcome. Please let Pete,
Gust, or the office staff know of your interest.
Trash and Recyclables Pickup at Townhouses –
Please remember that no food wastes or other materials likely to attract birds or other animals should be put
out for pickup in plastic bags that are not also in other,
more protective containers. Such materials, even when
bagged, should be in a covered, rigid container to prevent animals from ripping open the bags, thereby decorating our neighborhood. Nonfood materials too
should be put out in such a way that the wind cannot
carry them off as litter. On particularly windy days, for
example, I sometimes lay my trash or recycling container on its side, with the hinged edge of the lid up and
the lid against an object or toward the wind to keep it
closed. Finally, if your trash is spilled despite your efforts to prevent it, please clean it up.
Clubhouse and Gate Lighting - The board is seeking
proposals from contractors concerning improvements to
our lighting systems. In the Clubhouse these may
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Clubhouse Doors – REMINDER: On windy
days, the front doors will remain locked during
office hours. Bring your card to be sure you will
be able to get in. Sometimes, a swipe card will
be attached to a chain to the right of the doors,
near the card reader. This will usually be done
during office hours, or later if we intend to allow
our contractors to enter the building then. Please
do not remove this card.
Pool – After careful consideration of current and
projected meteorological conditions, the board
reluctantly decided that the pool will remain
closed at least through January.
— Lou True, President

Association News

Kendall Overlook /
Kendall I
The Spam Czar shares his knowledge

Open Houses

Don Downer, KO longtime resident, is
better known in military circles as The
Spam Czar. That's because in the last
several years he has personally
packed and mailed more than 3100
care packages to our troops all over
the world...and everyone one of them
contains a can of spam! His home is
full of thank you notes, citations,
awards, plaques and photos...all honoring him for his hard work and his generous
soul. Each of those care packages is chock full of multiple goodies and each cost about $40 including the
box and mailing. Don has personally financed them all.

Two residents in KO graciously opened their
homes to SO residents during the annual Open
House/Caroling event on December 17th.
Thanks to Jeannette Simmons & Michael Hassett
and Judy Morrison (stepping up the day of for
Paula Gaither who had to cancel due to illness).
The hospitality was appreciated. I overheard a
guest saying that it was her favorite SOCA
event. That’s pretty high praise.
KO Social Committee
Thanks to the social committee for planning and
arranging our dinners out and the January 13th
breakfast. It’s a great way to get to know your
neighbors and we encourage everyone to participate.

In December, Don invited Christian Thompson, the11
year old grandson of KO resident
Marion Thompson, to his home to
help pack box number 3133.
Needless to say, it was an eyeopening experience for Christian
and great fun for Don to show his
packing prowess. Every space in
that box was filled tightly! Many
thanks to Don for sharing part of
his day with Christian and continued thanks to him for making our soldiers happy when
they receive a care package from someone back
home. Semper fi, Don.

— Pat Harrington, Secretary

Holiday Decorations
Our neighborhood looked very festive this holiday
season with many homes displaying lovely lighting displays. FYI, holiday decorations can be displayed 30
days prior to holidays and are to be taken down within 15 days after the holiday.
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Association News

Kendall II
age grates were expanded and landscaped to prevent
injury to anyone near these grates. MMG, Board members and the Landscape Committee chair walked the
community with Gary Saylor from AMG to zero in on
priority landscape work to be done in 2018.

The rich, deep colors of Fall 2017 are behind us and
the community has quickly fallen into frigid Arctic
wintry conditions accompanied by periods of bright
sunshine that gives us a false sense of warm weather, since the temperatures are below freezing. Holidays filled with bright lights, joy, happiness and
family reunions are now just a pleasant memory.
2018 is here.

In November, Kendall II enjoyed a fun social event,
“Oktoberfest”, at the Clubhouse put together by our
Social Committee Chair, Dave Thornbury. We enjoyed
excellent brisket, spaetzle (German dumplings), red
cabbage, a variety of German sausages and much
more, prepared by Dave assisted by his wife, Debbie.
Dressed in his lederhosen and Debbie, in her dirndl
dress (and walking cast), had help from Dan and Carla
Nugent. They made this a fun evening for all Kendall II
residents who attended.

The period October to December 2017 presented a
couple of firsts for the Kendall Overlook II Condominium Board. We had our first request to install
solar panels for energy efficiency as well as approving an Architectural Rule covering Security Cameras for individual residences.
This was the first time the Solar Panels Architectural
Rule was tested. A Board member and the unit owner sat down together to ensure all Kendall II requirements were met and that there would be no surprises
for the homeowner as the application went through
the Long Reach approval process. A few adjustments to the Rule will be made once the owner receives final approval.

We look forward to a productive 2018. At the top of
our priority list is stone repointing and concrete repairs
throughout the community.
Happy New Year!
— Venk Venkatesh, Vice-President

In addition, the Board approved a modification to
the Architectural Rules covering Security Cameras on
Unit Exteriors. No application will be required, but
a liability waiver is needed should an owner decide
to affix a camera to the unit exterior. This is to ensure that the owner accepts responsibility for the cost
of repairs should damage occur.
The Board signed three new contracts. Two with Atlantic Maintenance Group: a multi-year Grounds
contract and a seasonal Snow contract. The third is
a new multi-year contract with Metropolitan Management Group to manage Kendall II’s business.
As usual, a lot of landscaping work happened near
the end of the year. Trees and shrubs were removed/replaced; lower tree branches pruned
throughout Kendall II; and areas around two drain
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VILLAS I

VILLAS II

Annual Meeting and Election – On November 29,
2017, Villas I held its annual meeting at which Bob
Vogel and Dave Perin were elected to the board
for new 3-year terms. Thanks to Bob and Dave for
their willingness to serve and to all who participated in the election.
Budget – Also at the annual meeting, the 2018
budget was approved as proposed by the Villas I
board, with no change to the current monthly assessments.
Asphalt – The board is still considering possible
next steps concerning last year's roadway repairs
and crack-filling. Look for an emailed request for
homeowner concerns and opinions soon.
Volunteers – The board is seeking additional volunteers to help with condominium operations. Committees that could use additional volunteers include
Architectural (to advise the board in reviewing architectural change requests), Landscaping (to advise the board and to directly assist with watering
and other gardening projects), Maintenance (to periodically survey the neighborhood with our Property Manager to identify maintenance needs for both
the association and individual unit owners), Social
(to organize Villas I social events about twice a
year) and Traffic and Parking (to advise the board
on matters associated with vehicles). Some of you
may have additional ideas about volunteering to
contribute to the community that the board would
like to hear. Please let any of the board members
know of your interest via email addresses listed in
the Villas I directory (maintained by volunteer Sharonlee Vogel) or on snowdenoverlook.com, in the
Villas I section (also maintained by Sharonlee for
our community).

Welcome to our newest neighbor Jeanne Maglaty. It was nice to see her already participating in
SOCA and Villas II events.
We had a nice turnout at our Holiday Party. Thanks
to Patt Hook, Ellen Irving, Louise Brown, Zeli Castella
and Kathi Beerbohm for their efforts, and a special
thanks to Kathi for arranging to have the River Hill
High School musicians to perform for us and for buying them pizza.
The Association will be planting three large trees to
mitigate reflection damages from one skylight and a
solar panel array. This was quite a learning experience for us as we encountered “unexpected consequences” from these installations. Our architectural
guidelines have been changed to clearly place the
burden of mitigation on the homeowner in future installations.
I have already e-mailed everyone notices to contact
Howard County water to get your water meters replaced, and to contact the BG&E contractor to have
your gas meter checked to see if it needs a protective pole in front of it. (The contract only covers meters that are close to driveways - we are looking at
the necessity of doing the same for end units whose
meters are on the side of houses). Everyone has also
been told that smoke/carbon monoxide detectors
should be replaced after 10 years with the hardwired, permanent 10-year battery backup models.
Thanks to everyone who fixed the items on their
maintenance list. We will be doing a more thorough
review in the spring.
One final item: after almost having to break into a
resident’s front door because of a gas leak problem,
EVERYONE should send WPM emergency contact
information. Preferably the emergency contact
should be someone who has a key to the property.
If you have any questions, just attend a work session
(2d Thursday of the month) or a Board meeting (4th
Tuesday of the month). I wish everyone the best for
the New Year.

Maintenance – In mid-November, a number of unit
owners were sent letters identifying maintenance
issues with their units. If problems persist, the association may elect to have repairs made and charge
them to the unit owner’s assessment account. Please
let Patricia Lall, our property manager, know the
status your responses to the letter.

— Mark Bloom, President

— Lou True, President
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Committees & Clubs

Clubhouse Committee

Gym Committee

We had a great holiday season at the Clubhouse. Residents did a wonderful job of helping with the decorating. The living room tree
was treated to a new red and gold theme this
year and looked spectacular. Thanks to our
resident bow maker, Judy Morrison, there were
brilliant bows on every wreath. We would like
to again thank Judy for pitching in at the last
minute and opening her home for the Holiday
Open Houses. Our thanks also to Sid and
Rosalie Chernick of Ovation and Kendall I residents Mike and Jeanette Simmons for welcoming the community into their homes and of
course, the resident carolers who brought “joy
to the world” with their holiday songs. This has
become a tradition for our Snowden Overlook
community and we look forward to next year.

RMS Fitness Equipment Services performed their quarterly maintenance check in December and reported that
our gym is in very good shape. One thing they said
was that at this time of year salt gets dragged into the
gym on residents' shoes and can damage the motors of
our machines. Please stamp your feet on the mat outside the gym doors and on the inside mat to knock off
any salt that may be caught in the treads of your
shoes.

Our Terrace Room was put to the test on New
Year’s Eve with the heaters trying to keep up
with the frigid temperatures and wind. Now
we know the limits and can plan accordingly.
Still, it was a great evening as we watched
2018 begin. Thank you to Jan Brady, Sandy
Reading and Pat Harrington for their efforts in
decorating and clean up.

1. Proper Warm-up (5-7 minutes/dynamic flexibility
exercises).
2. Fundamental exercises that burn the most calories.
3. The importance of improving strength, coordination,
and balance as your body ages.
4. How consistent body weight and strength training
can lead to higher self-confidence and performance of
everyday tasks.
5. How training in a group allows each person to be
held accountable and provides a social dynamic to the
class
6. Exercises that maximize cardio efforts without hurting
joints!
7. Answering specific exercise questions from the attendees about the machines and how to know which
weights are appropriate.

We have had the beginnings of a very cold
and snowy winter and we urge our residents to
be careful walking. At extreme temperatures
ice melt will not work and icy patches may form
on our walkways.
Check the monthly calendar and our website
for ongoing clubs, exercise groups and new
events. Enjoy your clubhouse and have a
healthy and happy New Year.
— Ronni True, Chair

Justin Guy (a professional trainer who teaches an exercise program at the Clubhouse) gave a gym tutorial on
January 3. Nine residents attended which was a great
turnout considering the frigid temperatures that day.

Here is what was included in the tutorial:

Thank you, Justin, for giving such a comprehensive program.
Once again, I would like to remind everyone to lower
the incline on the treadmills when you are finished. Please wipe off the machines before and after
use, and turn off the television, lights and fans if you
are the last person to leave the gym.
— Linda Bloom, Chair
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Committees & Clubs

Information Technology
It has been nearly three years since the Technology
Committee updated and redesigned Snowden Overlook’s website with the assistance of Webmaster
Dennis Eichenlaub. Its appearance and functionality
are much improved, and information is accessible on
devices from desktop computers to smart phones.
The changes have also made it easier to find information and to update content as evidenced by the
increasing number of visits the site receives.
The most frequently requested information is readily
accessible from one of the main navigation tabs:
Home, Calendar, News, Amenities, Activities, Condos,
and Admin. Within these main tabs, there are subtabs to help users locate more detailed information.

Searching is also easier on the updated website.
Enter the search terms in the box with the icon
of
a small magnifying glass. Nevertheless, suggestions
for improving and streamlining website navigation
are always welcome. Please call the office at 410872-9312 or use the Contact Us link at the bottom
on the Snowden Overlook home page.

ter and new gardeners wishing to have their names added to a waiting list should submit their request at http://
www.columbiagardeners.com/contact-us.html or send a
request to Columbia Gardeners, P.O. Box 193, Columbia, MD 21045.
For more information about Columbia Gardeners, see
also
https://extension.umd.edu/growit/community-gardens/
howard-county-community-gardens and https://
communitygarden.org/find-a-garden/gardens/columbia
-gardeners/
— Gail Barbosa, Chair

Security Committee
I hope everyone had a good holiday.

— Mike Goldblatt and Ken Henderson, Chair

The Howard County Police Department is now including daily updates on opioid overdoses and
deaths in their crime report. This year, as of early
December, there have been 157 overdoses and 53
deaths in the County. In Howard County, for help
with opioids, call 800-422-0009, the 24-hour
telephone number for the Maryland Crisis Hotline.

Landscaping Committee

Air bags are still being removed from vehicles and to my
knowledge the County has not made any arrests. Keeping your cars locked helps to eliminate this possibility.

If you are interested in having a little more space to
grow plants consider joining Columbia Gardeners,
an “all-volunteer, non-profit organization focused on
promoting and encouraging community interest in
and support of cooperative gardening.” Columbia
Gardeners celebrated its 40th anniversary in 2017
and maintains three garden plot sites in Columbia, of
which 'Elkhorn' on Oakland Mills Road (if you go to
the East Side Library, you probably drive past it)
and 'Long Reach' on Old Dobbin Road across the
street from Long Reach High School are convenient
to Snowden Overlook.

The Columbia Flier had an article about the 911 flagging program. The program was started to let first responders know that a person with autism lived at the address. The program has since been expanded to include
anyone with a disability. I spoke to the Police Department and was advised that if a person is unable to answer the front door they could be eligible for the program. To request to have an address “flagged,” complete and submit the form on the Howard County Government website.

Renewal applications are going out now to current
gardeners. Garden plots are very much sought af-

— Donald Krebs, Chair

Stay safe and always be aware of your surroundings.
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Committees & Clubs

Lunch & Learn, Thursday,
January 25

A Brief History of the
Men’s Club

Our January 'Lunch & Learn' program will have as
our guest presenter Hal Kassoff. His subject will be
"My Years as Highway Administrator--How Some of
Your Favorite Highways Got Built'.

The Men’s Club at Snowden Overlook was organized
ten years ago. It sprouted from the idea to provide
a way for men to meet others in the community in the
spirit of friendship and fellowship.

Hal spent 5 years with the Federal Highway Administration, and 25 years with the Maryland Department of Transportation. He served 12 years as
State Highway Administrator, overseeing 4,000 employees and nearly $1 billion per year in outlays.

The men decided to meet weekly on Monday mornings from 8:30 to 9:30 at the Clubhouse to enjoy
conversation and partake of donuts and coffee.
Mark Dunker agreed to furnish the donuts for the
first official meeting. At that meeting, the group
agreed to emphasize volunteerism, including assisting
with some clubhouse activities.

Hal now works as a Senior Advisor with WSP, a
global engineering company. He and his wife, Laurie, are residents of Kendall I.

A favorite undertaking is the New Year’s Brunch,
where the Men’s Club takes over the preparation of
the Pancake Breakfast. This has become a popular
tradition.

Come and enjoy one stimulating hour from 12-1 pm
to hear and learn about another resident's career
path. Bring your brown bag lunch; beverages will
be provided. Remember to sign up for this free
event at the Clubhouse.

In addition to the social aspect of the club, Men’s
Club members are available to perform small household repairs. Residents who would like someone to
help them with a small project should contact Carol
or Christy at the Clubhouse at 410-872-9331.

— Jan Brady, Chair

Each week, 12 to 15 members meet to chat (popular
topics include football and computers) and catch up.
The Monday morning meetings are a great way to
unwind after a weekend. The casual setting and the
friendly discussions foster a sense camaraderie.
New ideas and new members are most welcome.
Membership is open to all men; please consider joining us this year.
For additional information about the Men’s Club,
please contact the Clubhouse at 410-872-9331.
— Richard Pauley
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Committees & Clubs

Upcoming Events

Day Trippers Club

For specific information on these, as well as other
events and activities, please refer to the Calendar online, or pick up a paper copy at the Clubhouse. Sign-up sheets are at the Clubhouse and
fees apply for some events.

For the past six months, participants in the Day
Trippers Club have been active, going to fun and
interesting places. Many residents visited museums, a winery, went to a local baseball game,
attended Toby’s Theatre, and toured a fashion
museum where we were given deep discounts to
purchase items
during our visit.
We are all still
eager to continue these and
other types of
activities but
need volunteers
willing to do the
planning. I am
available to help make suggestions and coordinate to some degree. Contact me if you are
looking for ideas or have an idea for a trip and
are willing to take the lead on planning. You pick
the date and time.

Saturday, 1/20 – Ellis Woodward Concerts
Thursday, 1/25 – Lunch & Learn
Sunday, 1/28 – Pot Luck Supper - Soup
FEBRUARY
Sunday, 2/4 – Super Bowl Party
Friday, 2/9 – Mix ‘n’ Mingle. Celebrate Chinese
New Year
Saturday, 2/10 – David Bach.
Monday, 2/19 – Coffee with Carol: Kiran Nirankari - gemologist & SO resident
Sunday, 2/25 – Pot Luck Supper – Meatloaf,
followed by Bingo
MARCH
Saturday, 3/3 – Big Blues – Cody Collins Blues
Group
Friday, 3/9 – Mix ‘n’ Mingle
Saturday, 3/17 – St. Patrick’s Day
Wednesday, 3/21 - Coffee with Carol: Gordon
Fuller – How to Write a Book - Author & Resident
Thursday, 3/22 – Lunch & Learn
Sunday, 3/25 – Pot Luck Supper – International
Food

At a members’ meeting in November, it was suggested that I send out recommendations of happenings and events that I or anyone else in the
club knows about, so if members would email me
with information, I will forward it to club members. These would just be announcements but
could be Day Tripper Events, if there is a volunteer to take the lead.
Contact me at karen8870@verizon.net; let’s talk
about it.

APRIL
Saturday, 4/7 – Showtime Singers
Friday, 4/13 – Mix ‘n’ Mingle
Wednesday, 4/18 – Coffee with Carol: Gary
Williams - Financial Advisor
Saturday, 4/21 – Casino Night

— Karen Paciarelli, Coordinator
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Book Nook

Day Time Book Club Selections
Meets Monthly on Fourth Thursday at 10am

For information email Florence Sperling at needler2@aol.com

______________ February 2018
Luncheon of the Boating Party,
by Susan Vreeland
With her richly textured novels, Susan
Vreeland has offered pioneering portraits of artists' lives. As she did in Girl
in Hyacinth Blue, Vreeland focuses on
a single painting, Auguste Renoir's
instantly recognizable masterpiece,
which depicts a gathering of Renoir's
real friends enjoying a summer Sunday on a café terrace along the Seine.

her engineer husband, made her own journey through
the hardscrabble West nearly a hundred years before. In discovering her story, he excavates his own,
probing the shadows of his experience and the America that has come of age around him.

______________________________

A Star for Mrs. Blake,
by April Smith
In 1929, the United States Congress
passed legislation to fund travel for
mothers of the fallen soldiers of World
War I to visit their sons’ graves in
France. Over the next three years,
6,693 Gold Star Mothers made the trip.

Narrated by Renoir and seven of the models, the novel
illuminates the gusto, hedonism, and art of the era. With
a gorgeous palette of vibrant, captivating characters,
Vreeland paints their lives, loves, losses, and triumphs so
vividly that "the painting literally comes alive" (The Boston Globe).

________________ March 2018
Angle of Repose,
by Wallace Stegner
An American masterpiece and iconic
novel of the West by National Book
Award and Pulitzer Prize winner Wallace Stegner—a deeply moving narrative of one family and the traditions of
our national past.
Lyman Ward is a retired professor of history, recently
confined to a wheelchair by a crippling bone disease
and dependent on others for his every need. Amid the
chaos of 1970s counterculture he retreats to his ancestral home of Grass Valley, California, to write the biography of his grandmother: an elegant and head-strong
artist and pioneer who, together with

April 2018

In this emotionally charged, brilliantly realized novel,
April Smith breathes life into a unique moment in
American history, imagining the experience of five of
these women.

They are strangers at the start, but their lives will
become inextricably intertwined, altered in indelible
ways. These very different Gold Star Mothers travel
to the Meuse-Argonne American Cemetery to say
final good-byes to their sons and come together
along the way to face the unexpected: a death, a
scandal, and a secret revealed.
With expert storytelling, memorable characters, and
beautiful prose, April Smith gives us a timeless story,
by turns heartwarming and heartbreaking, set
against a footnote of history––little known, yet unforgettable.
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Night Time Book Club Selections
Meets Monthly on First Wednesday at 7pm

For information email Pat Harrington at pharrington61@verizon.net
____________________

February 2018

______________________

Letters for Emily,
by Camron Wright

Nutshell,
by Ian McEwan
Trudy has betrayed her husband, John.
She's still in the marital home—a dilapidated, priceless London townhouse—but
John's not there. Instead, she's with his
brother, the profoundly banal Claude,
and the two of them have a plan. But
there is a witness to their plot: the inquisitive, nine-monthold resident of Trudy's womb. Told from a perspective
unlike any other, Nutshell is a classic tale of murder and
deceit from one of the world’s master storytellers.

Harry Whitney is dying. He has Alzheimer's disease, and he knows his "good"
time is dwindling. So he compiles a book
of poems for his favorite granddaughter,
Emily, hoping that his words of hard-won
wisdom will heal the old wounds that are tearing his
family apart. But Harry's poems contain much more than
meets the eye -- clues and riddles that lead to an extraordinary cache of letters and a promise of hidden
gold. As Emily and her family uncover Harry's secrets
one by one, they learn unforgettable lessons about romance, forgiveness and hope that might hold them all
together.

_____________________

April 2018

*******

March 2018

American Library Association Book
Club New Selection

Homegoing: a Novel,
by Yaa Gyasi

Stay with Me,

[Homegoing] begins with the story of
two half-sisters, separated by forces beyond their control: one sold into slavery,
the other married to a British slaver. Written with tremendous sweep and power,
Homegoing traces the generations of family who follow,
as their destinies lead them through two continents and
three hundred years of history, each life indelibly drawn,
as the legacy of slavery is fully revealed in light of the
present day.

by Ayobami Adebayo

The latest American Library Association
(ALA) Book Club Central pick, chosen by
Honorary Book Club Central Chair Sarah Jessica Parker, is “Stay with Me” by
Ayobami Adebayo. Shortlisted for the
2017 Baileys Women’s Prize for Fiction
and named a Notable Book by The New York Times,
“Stay with Me” is Ms. Adebayo’s debut novel. Set in
Nigeria, “Stay with Me” gives voice to both husband
and wife as they tell the story of their marriage – and
the forces that threaten to tear it apart.
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Meet Your Neighbors

Sarah & Clement Lutterodt
The Lutterodt clan was first mentioned in a letter to
the Bishop of Mainz in the twelfth century under the
name ‘Luterode.’ The family’s presence under the
‘Lutterodt’ in Mühlhausen, Thuringia, in the sixteenth
century is well-documented. At about that time,
some members of the German family changed the
spelling to ‘Lutteroth’ and ‘Ascan Wilhelm Lutteroth’
from this branch is recorded as deputy major of
Hamburg in 1862. Thereafter a street and subway
station in Hamburg were named after the family.
The Lutterodts in Ghana trace their roots to Georg
August Lutterodt (1791-1851), from Gronau-Leine
in Lower Saxony, who, in 1801, at the age of ten,
arrived at the Danish castle in present-day Accra as
a ward of the governor as part of the wave of European traders in West Africa. In fact, he is the
forerunner of all Ghanaian Lutterodts; Lutterodt
Street in Accra, Ghana’s capital, is named for his
son, Wilhelm. Our Kendall I neighbor, Clement Lutterodt, is a great-grandchild of Wilhelm. Clement
attended the University of Ghana, where he studied
Mathematics, and received his undergraduate degree in 1967. He began his academic career as
an instructor of mathematics at University College,
now the University of Cape Coast.

Sarah both professionally and personally. From
1966 until 1968, she had an assistantship at the
University of Lovanium in Kinshasa. In 1968, Sarah
took up a position as a Lecturer in Physics and Physics Education at the University of Cape Coast (UCC),
whose mission at the time was to train teachers for
the growing number of secondary schools in Ghana.
Both Clement and Sarah were members of the UCC
faculty when they started dating in 1969. They
were married in London in 1971 and started their
married lives as graduate students at the University
of Birmingham. Sarah received a M.Ed. in 1972
and in 1973 Clement completed his PhD in Mathematical Physics. His interest is in rational and meromorphic approximations in several complex variables! [If you happen to run into Clement at the
Clubhouse, I am sure he would be happy to explain!]
After returning to Ghana in 1973 with their sixmonth old son, Sarah continued the research work
for her dissertation leading to the award of her
doctorate in 1977. She completed her dissertation
while working on the implementation of an integrated science curriculum in Ghana’s secondary schools.

Sarah Lutterodt is a native of Surrey, England. She
studied Physics at Oxford and was awarded a B.A.
in 1961. She went on to receive a M. Phil. in Nuclear Physics from the University of London in 1966.
At that time, many West African nations had recently gained independence after a century, or more, of
colonial rule. There was a great need for the countries to expand their educational systems and train
the cadre of leaders that the new countries required. Having completed her studies, and with an
adventurous spirit and a dose of youthful idealism,
Sarah accepted offers to teach, first in Zaire (also
known as the Democratic Republic of Congo) and
then in Ghana.

In 1979, Clement was awarded a six-month Fulbright Fellowship, which he spent at the University of
South Florida in Tampa. Moving the family to the
US (by that time the Lutterodts had two young children, with a third one on the way) was a major undertaking but also provided the opportunity to find
out whether a long-term move to the US was an option, given the increasingly difficult economic situation in Ghana. After an additional year in Florida
as a visiting lecturer, Clement was approached
about taking a one-year appointment in the Department of Mathematics at Howard University in Washington, D.C. Following some soul-searching, the decision was made that he would accept the university’s offer. Sarah and their three children, who had
already returned to Ghana, now re-joined Clement
in the States.

The decision to go to Africa would be significant for

Giving up their permanent positions in Ghana so
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Clement could accept a temporary one-year appointment in the States seemed like a very risky
thing to do. However, a move to the States offered
better possibilities for the education of their children
as well as economic security and they hoped that, by
the end of that year, the many unknowns would have
been resolved. Indeed, Clement rose up the academic ranks, was offered a tenure-track position,
and became a full Professor of Mathematics at Howard University in 1990, serving as Director of Graduate Studies from 1990 to 2000 and completing a
total of 35 years at the university before he retired.

an eclectic mix of Catholic, Quaker, and public
schools in Columbia and environs, and then went on
to complete their undergraduate studies elsewhere in
the US.
In 1994 the family returned to Ghana for Christmas.
By this time, the economic situation had vastly improved, and they enjoyed the opportunity to visit old
haunts and meet with family and friends. Since then,
Clement and Sarah have returned to Ghana
frequently.

In 2015 Clement retired
from Howard University
Sarah’s employment situation was somewhat more
complicated than Clement’s because her field of sci- and shortly thereafter, Sarah resigned as president
ence education was “out of fashion” at that time,
and her professional credentials were not well rec- of QTS and sold her company, which had become
ognized in the US. Eventually, after a number of
the provider of a software
temporary, part-time jobs, Sarah accepted a job
product used by more than
with the General Physics Corporation in Columbia
(now GP Strategies), where she assisted in designing 100 major utilities in the US
training programs, initially for nuclear power plant and Canada to track compliance with operator
training and certification requirements.
operators and later for operators of the high voltage grid. After a number of years with GPC, in
Retirement for the Lutterodts is synonymous with
1997 Sarah launched Quality Training Systems, a
maintaining a busy schedule. Sarah is an active parconsulting company dedicated to designing training ticipant in the parish life of Columbia’s St. John the
programs and providing consulting services for elec- Evangelist where she leads the advocacy group
tric utility personnel.
‘Confronting Global Poverty’ that is closely aligned
In addition to matters of employment, the Lutterodts with Catholics Confront Global Poverty, an initiative
of Catholic Relief Services.
wasted no time in finding housing, acquiring transportation, and enrolling their children in school. Co- Clement has resumed his historical and genealogical
lumbia was known as “a good place to raise kids” - research into the Ghanaian branch of the Lutterodt
a progressive, tolerant community with affordable
family with renewed vigor, a challenging and comhousing and excellent schools, and within a relatively plicated task, given the extent of the family!
easy commute to Washington. They bought a house
and a car and settled into life in suburbia.
He also plays a leadership role in the affairs of the
Benefitting from the range of educational opportuni- Lutterodt family. In addition, he has kept up his math
ties available, the Lutterodt’s three children attended research in meromorphic approximation in several
complex variables.
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Sarah and Clement’s family members are widely
dispersed so maintaining family connections is a priority. While one of Clement’s brothers remained in
Ghana, the other three settled in the UK, Denmark
and North Carolina, whereas Sarah’s sister and two
brothers all remained in the UK. In addition, their
children do not live locally - their daughters live in
London and Los Angeles, and their son and his wife
are in the Seattle area. Since Maryland is roughly
equi-distant from the West Coast and from England,
Sarah and Clement decided to remain in Columbia
upon retirement. The area has a convenient international airport, excellent medical facilities and an
abundance of cultural, educational, and sporting activities. And, perhaps most important, the Lutterodts
have a strong, caring network of friends and colleagues in the area.

of Snowden Overlook, Joanne and Leon Laporte,
and in March 2017, they moved to their home in
Kendall I.
Retirement allows the Lutterodts to channel their time,
energy and resources into activities and projects that
they enjoy and that have an enduring impact on society.
— Pamela Bluh Van Oosten

Although the Lutterodts have lived in the US for more
than 35 years, their fondness for Ghana and the
Ghanaian people is powerful. They maintain a
home in Ghana, visit the country twice a year and
keep in close touch with family and friends. With the
help of the Catholic Church locally, they have provided micro loans for small businesses in the north of
Ghana, an area that lags the rest of the country in
economic development. They also remain committed
to the expansion of educational opportunities for
Ghanaian students and have sponsored several students through school and university. Recently they
donated a parcel of land for students at the internationally-acclaimed Ashesi University, as well as funding for students enrolled in the university’s Real Estate Development class so they could gain real-world
experience in conducting a feasibility study for an
affordable housing project on a plot of land they
own in Accra. Clement helps out by teaching graduate math students at the University of Ghana, and
Sarah counsels and advises entrepreneurship students at Ashesi.
The Lutterodts were familiar with the virtues of Snowden Overlook from their friends, long-time residents
14

Travel

Panama Canal Cruise &
Transit of the Canal

We saw the California Lighthouse
and National Bridge among other
things.

The highlight of our trip was, of
course, the transit through the
For almost ten years, we have been talking about a Panama Canal, often referred to
Panama Canal cruise. We wanted to do the ocean as the 8th wonder of the world.
to ocean cruise and so booked ourselves on the Cor- This happened on Saturday, December16th, 2017- a red letter
al Princess which sailed from the San Pedro Cruise
terminal in Los Angeles and ended up in Ft. Lauder- day in our books.
dale after transiting the Panama Canal. Stops included Puerto Vallarta and Huatulco in Mexico, San We had ordered coffee and breakfast in our stateJuan Del Sur in Nicaragua, Puntarenas, Costa Rica, room for delivery at 8:30AM. A mistake was made,
and we were woken up at 6:30AM instead. This
Cartagena, Colombia and Aruba.
was a real blessing in disguise as we cruised past
Puerto Vallarta was much as anticipated as it includ- the skyscrapers of Panama City at about 6:45AM
ed the Church of “Our Lady of Guadalupe” a place and sailed under the “Bridge of the Americas” ten
we were keen on visiting. The Cathedral features a minutes later. By 8:00AM we were at the Miraflores
gilded crown, a replica of the one worn by Carlota, Locks, the first of the three locks we would transit
Empress of Mexico. Over the years, many Hollythat day. Dr. Ryan, a consultant to Princess Cruises
wood celebrities also visited Puerto Vallarta, includ- was already on the bridge providing passengers
ing Richard Burton, Elizabeth Taylor and Ava Gard- with a running commentary on all aspects of the Caner.
nal including its history.
Huatulco on the other hand, was a well-kept resort We hurriedly sipped our coffee and ate our toast,
town with one gas station, five traffic lights and sev- waiting for things to happen as we watched from
enteen beaches.
our stateroom balcony. Soon the Coral Princess was
under the control of the Panama Canal Pilots workWe did not stop at San Juan del Sur due to high
ing with the Panama Canal Authority and was harwinds which made tendering unsafe.
nessed to small electric locomotives – called “mules”
Puntarenas in Costa Rica was green and lush, the
- on both the Starboard and Port sides. The mules
highlight of our stop being the ride through the rain do not pull the ship, they run parallel to the locks
forest on the aerial tram (gondola) in the Carara
and are used to adjust the ship’s lateral position so
National Park. We saw a sloth, a variety of colorful that the there is no damage either to the ship or to
birds including Toucans, and myriad butterflies
the walls of the locks. Contrary to popular belief,
amidst the thick and lush vegetation.
ships go through the Canal under their own power.
The clearance between the ship and the walls of the
In Cartagena we toured the old City, a UNESCO
chambers was only sixteen inches!!! There is no room
World Heritage site which has been maintained in
for error, as even a slight movement could cause the
immaculately well-restored and clean condition. A
ship to touch the concrete walls of the chambers.
Folkloric Show at the Heredia Theatre completed
that visit.
Aruba is a resort destination and Dutch Protectorate
approximately 16 miles from Venezuela by boat.
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Soon the Coral Princess was in front of two large lock
gates each weighing about 4000 tons. Twenty-six
million gallons of water entered the chamber (gravity
leveraged) and slowly raised the ship. Once the ship
was raised to the water level of the next chamber,
the gates opened and the ship moved forward. As
the water gushed towards the chamber, lifting the
ship, we watched as buzzards and seagulls swooped
down to catch fish which came with the massive
amount of water…. Each time that happened, Dr.
Ryan exclaimed “It’s Sushi Time!”

modate larger ships, known as Post-Panamax, was
inaugurated on June 26th, 2016.

The cruise, with a group of eight friends, was a thoroughly enjoyable and relaxing trip. We highly recommend this experience!
— Prahlad & Suman Kaushik

The transit through the fifty mile stretch took approximately eight hours. This included the Miraflores Lock
(2 chambers) and the Pedro Miguel Lock (1 chamber)
on the Pacific side, and the Gatun Lock (3 chambers)
and Gatun Lake on the Atlantic side. Our ship travelled through the Gatun
Lake which is 85 feet
above Mean Sea Level.
The purpose of the locks is
to raise and lower ships
from sea level in order to
travel the lake.
The French were the first to
attempt to build a sea level canal in Panama in1880
but abandoned the project in 1888 due to the high
number of deaths (20,000) caused by disease
(yellow fever and malaria) and many accidents. In
1904, the USA started work on the Canal after purchasing rights and assets from the French and completed construction in 1914.
The Canal officially opened on August 15, 1914
when the first ship passed through. The millionth ship,
the dry bulk carrier Fortune Plum passed through the
canal on September 4th, 2010. The average toll per
ship is about $150,000 and must be paid at least 48
hours in advance in cash. Approximately 35 to 40
ships pass through the canal each day. The maximum
dimensions for ships using the canal are 950 feet
long and 106 feet wide. Ships of that size are
known as Panamax. A second set of locks to accom16

Restaurant Reviews

Lucky’s China Inn

AIDA BISTRO
6741 Columbia Gateway Drive
Columbia, MD 21046
410-953-0500

5865 Robert Oliver Place, Unit D
Columbia, MD 21045
410-997-5454

Our neighbors, George and Sheila Magiros, recently joined Ann and me for a quiet and enjoyable dinner at Aida Bistro & Wine Bar, a familyowned restaurant located nearby to Snowden
Overlook on Columbia Gateway Drive.

As with many Asian restaurants, Lucky’s China Inn, in
the Village of Oakland Mills, is open on Christmas
Day, a haven for those who don’t celebrate the holiday, or who enjoy an untraditional Christmas dinner. For the last several years, we’ve dined at
Lucky’s on December 25th and the place is always
full – it’s not a large space to begin with – and it
was quite busy. We didn’t need a reservation, and
we only waited a short time to be seated. In addition to on-site dining, Lucky’s also offers a carry-out
service and a delivery service.

The restaurant is open for lunch on
weekdays and dinner is served daily
except Sunday. In addition to the
main dining room, there's a quiet bar
area and a small room for private
parties. The bar area has table seating where patrons can meet for a
drink or have a light meal. There is
also an area for outdoor dining when
the weather cooperates.

The menu is quite extensive and includes many of
what are considered the ‘usual’ choices such as egg
rolls, sesame chicken, and crispy beef as well as a
selection of Thai and vegetarian dishes. Diners with
special dietary needs will find low fat and lowcalorie options. Combination plates are also available.

Entrées range in price from $25 to $35 and include a vegetable. Entrée choices are varied to
satisfy all tastes, including Italian, seafood, fowl,
and meats. Small entrées are available for those
desiring a light meal. A generous assortment of
appetizers, salads, and wines are available. There
is also a three course "prix fixe" meal for $38.

Lucky’s is open daily for lunch and dinner. Their
food is delicious, the service good, and the prices
reasonable – a winning combination.

Ann and I recommend the restaurant for its nice
food, service, and atmosphere. Reservations are
available by phone or at Open Table. Make a
New Year's resolution to give Aida a try for dinner
out with your neighbors.

I highly recommend giving Lucky’s China Inn a try.
— Nancy Rossman

— Mike Goldblatt
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Tips

Make a Plan While You Still Can
It is important to plan ahead, since loss of abilities may come gradually with age or suddenly in a
crisis. For information about planning for the future, consider reading Jane Bryant Quinn’s bestselling book How to Make Your Money Last and consult her articles in the AARP Bulletin or on the
AARP's website.
Taking the actions (below) will protect you against diminished physical or mental strength:
1. Simplify - Consolidate bank, brokerage and credit accounts.
2. Automate - Set up automatic payment for monthly bills such as condo association fees, utilities,
etc.
3. List - Prepare a list of bank and credit accounts (including user names and passwords for websites) and a list of assets and liabilities.
4. Healthcare - Ask a family member (or a good friend) to serve as your care manager in case you
become disabled.
5. Finances - Select a financial advisor or institution to help you manage your finances if you are
unable to manage them yourself.
6. Preferences - Discuss your preferences for handling money, healthcare, life support, and burial
with your care manager and agent.
7. Legal Documents -Talk with a lawyer to prepare documents including a power of attorney,
health care directive, trust, and will.
8. Transportation - Consider how to handle transportation when you give up driving (Howard County's senior services can help).
9. Insurance - Consider long-term care insurance.
10. Vault - Put important documents in a safe place such as a bank vault and consider making digital copies to save online. Inform your agent of the location.
— Submitted by Mike Goldblatt
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Miscellany

Definitions of "OLD"

Has This Ever Happened to You?
Do you read in the
bathroom, or even,
while in the tub? Or, in
a hot tub, or a swimming
pool? Has your book
ever fallen in the water?

I very quietly confided to my best friend that I
was having an affair. She turned to me and
asked, "Are you having it catered?"
And that, my friend, is the sad definition of
"OLD".
****
I feel like my body has gotten totally out of
shape, so I got my doctor's permission to join a
fitness club and start exercising. I decided to
take an aerobics class for seniors. I bent, twisted,
gyrated, jumped up and down, and perspired for
an hour. But, by the time I got my leotard on,
the class was over.
****

Or have you dropped a book accidentally, as in this little
video? Well, no worries.
Follow the steps in the video https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=S9_fwmdCyzo (which could easily be done at
home) and your book will be restored to a readable condition.

I've sure gotten old!
I have outlived my feet and my teeth, I've had
two bypass surgeries, a hip replacement,
new knees, fought prostate cancer and diabetes
I'm half blind, can't hear anything quieter than a
jet engine, take 40 different medications that
make me dizzy, winded, and subject to blackouts.
Have bouts with dementia. Have poor circulation,
hardly feel my hands and feet anymore.
Can't remember if I'm 85 or 92.
Have lost all my friends. But, thank God,
I still have my Florida driver's license.
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